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This appendix provides the theory underlying the oligopoly model used in the

experiments.

1 Model

The setting is a market with  ≥ 2 firms offering homogeneous products. Production
of one unit requires one unit of capacity. A firm has an unlimited number of units

of capacity at cost 0 and a limited number at units at a lower cost . These cost
levels are the same across firms but the amount of low cost capacity is allowed to

vary. Firm ’s cost function is then of the form:

 () =

½
 if  ∈ [0 ]

 + 0 ( − ) if   

where  ≥ 0 and 0 ≤  ≤ 0.
 () is market demand when the lowest price in the market is . Consistent with

the experiments that we conducted, price comes from a finite set Ω ≡ {0 1  }
for some  Also, assume 0 ∈ Ω and 0   It is assumed that market demand

is decreasing in the market price when demand is positive. Define  to be the

monopoly price based on marginal cost of 0 and assume it is uniquely defined:

 = argmax
∈Ω

(− 0) () 

It is assumed that the number of low cost capacity units is sufficiently small so that all

units are used up at the joint profit maximum; specifically, () 
P

=1 ∀ ≤ 1

This condition implies the joint profit maximizing price is  Though firms may differ

in terms of their low cost capacity, they have the same ordering over a common price

and, in particular, agree that  is the most preferred common price.

Firms simultaneously choose price and how much they are willing to supply at

that price. Thus, a pure strategy is a pair ( ) where  is a firm’s price and  is

its maximum quantity, and a firm produces to meet all demand up to . Firm ’s

residual demand is given by

 (1  ; 1  ) (1)

= min

⎧⎨⎩0max
⎧⎨⎩
µ

1

|Γ ()|
¶⎛⎝ ()−

X
∈∆()



⎞⎠  ()−
X

∈∆()
 −

X
∈Γ()−{}



⎫⎬⎭
⎫⎬⎭

where

∆ (0) = { ∈ {1  } :   0} is the set of firms pricing strictly below 0

Γ (0) = { ∈ {1  } :  = 0} is the set of firms pricing equal to 0
1This assumption is satisfied by the parameters used in the experiment.
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By (1), when firm ’s price is the lowest in the market then its demand is

max

⎧⎨⎩
µ

1

|Γ ()|
¶
 ()   ()−

X
∈Γ()−{}



⎫⎬⎭
so that it equally shares market demand among the lowest priced firms or, when it is

larger, it receives the residual demand after the other lowest price firms supplied the

market according to their maximal quantities. When firm ’s price is not the lowest

in the market then one first subtracts off the supply of the lower priced firms and, if

that is positive, then firm ’s demand is the larger of the remaining demand equally

divided among the firms setting the same price as firm  and the remaining demand

after subtracting off the supply of the other firms setting the same price as firm 2

A key assumption is that a firm’s share of market demand when all firms charge a

price of 0 is at least as large as its low cost capacity:  (0)  ≥ max {1  }  03
The key implication is that, in equilibrium, a firm’s residual demand when it prices

at 0 is at least as large as its low cost capacity. In equilibrium, if   0 then it is not
optimal for firm  to supply more than  units since for each unit it sells beyond ,

it receives a price less than the cost of producing that unit. Thus, if  = 0 and firm
 is a lower-priced rival to firm  (  0) then firm  supplies 

4 Thus, subtracting

out the supply of firms pricing below 0, the remaining demand is

 (0)−
X

∈∆(0)
 (2)

If  = 0 then firm ’s demand is at least (2) divided by the number of firms pricing

at 0, which is |Γ (0)|. Hence, firm  has demand at least as large as its low cost

capacity when µ
1

|Γ (0)|
¶⎛⎝ (0)−

X
∈∆(0)



⎞⎠ ≥ 

which can be rearranged to

 (0) ≥
X

∈∆(0)
 + |Γ (0)| 

If
(0)

≥ max {1  } then this condition holds for all  ∈ ∆ (0) and for all Γ (0)

and ∆ (0).5

2In the experimental design, a firm’s expected residual demand equals (1) in that the demand of

firms that charge the same price is sequentially allocated among those firms.
3This assumption is satisfied by the parameters used in the experiment.
4Note that all firms pricing below 0 are setting their maximal quantity equal to their low cost

capacity which, given  (0) 
P

=1 , means that all of them have residual demand exceeding

their low cost capacity.
5It can be shown that there is not a weaker assumption than  (0)  ≥ max {1  } that

ensures a firm’s demand at a price of 0 is at least as great as its low cost capacity.
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2 Static Equilibrium

In the static game, a pure strategy is of the form ( ) ∈ Ω × <+ and a mixed
strategy is a probability distribution over Ω × <+ Let  () denote the maximal
quantity associated with firm  choosing price  (whether as part of a pure or mixed

strategy). Note that when   0  () is part of an optimal strategy as long as it
as least as large as residual demand (for all possible realizations of the other firms’

strategies). However, setting the maximal quantity at least as large as market demand

 () weakly dominates setting it below market demand. When  = 0, a maximal
quantity at least as great as  weakly dominates setting it below . We will focus

on Nash equilibria in which  () ≥  () when  ≥ 0.6

Theorem 1 Consider a Nash equilibrium in which  () ≥  () ∀ ≥ 0 in the sup-
port of firm ’s strategy, ∀. Each firm assigns probability one to prices in {0 0 + 1}.
It is straightforward to show that there are only two pure-strategy equilibria; one

in which all firms price at 0 and one in which all firms price at 0 + 1.

Theorem 2 Consider a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium (1  ; 1  ) in which

 ≥  () ∀ Either (1  ) = (0  0) or (1  ) = (0 + 1  0 + 1).
There are also mixed-strategy Nash equilibria in which firms randomize over

{0 0 + 1}  To characterize them, define

 ≡ (0 − ) ³
(0+1)



´
+ (0 − ) 

∈ (0 1) 

The next theorem provides sufficient conditions for all firms to randomize.

Theorem 3 If ()
−2


Y
 6=

∀ then there is a Nash equilibrium for which ( ) =

(0 + 1 00)  where 00 ≥  (0 + 1)  with probability⎛⎜⎜⎝
Y
 6=



−2


⎞⎟⎟⎠
1

−1

and ( ) = (
0 0), where 0 ≥  (0)  with probability

1−

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Y
 6=



−2


⎞⎟⎟⎠
1

−1



6The following theorems have not been shown to hold when  (
0) ∈ [ (0))  That case has

some subtle challenges which have prevented us from delivering a characterization theorem.
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The probability that firm  chooses 0 + 1 is decreasing in  and, given that 

is increasing in , then the probability is decreasing in its low cost capacity. Note

that if 1 = · · · =  then 1 = · · · =  (= ) and the condition ()
−2


Y
 6=



simplifies to −2  −1 which is always true given that  ∈ (0 1). By continuity,
the condition also holds when firms’ low cost capacities are not too different. In

addition, if  = 2 then the condition becomes 1  ∀ which again is always true.
When −2

 
Y
 6=

 holds for some but not all  then, it is conjectured, there is

a Nash equilibrium in which some firms choose 0 + 1 for sure and the other firms
randomize over {0 0 + 1}.
In summary, static Nash equilibrium (for which maximal quantities for prices at

or above 0 are at least equal to market demand) predicts each firm prices at 0 or
0 + 1 and, therefore, the market price is 0 or 0 + 1. For the non-degenerate mixed
strategy equilibrium, a firm’s expected price is decreasing in its low cost capacity but

the effect is small since, for all firms, expected price lies in [0 0 + 1].

3 Dynamic Equilibrium

With static equilibria, firms are predicted to price at either 0 or 0 + 1, and that
prediction does not depend on a firms’ level of low cost capacity. Variation in the

amount of low cost capacity does affect payoffs - a firm with one more unit of low cost

capacity can expect to earn an additional 0 −  - but does not influence the prices

that firms set or the quantities they sell (at least for pure strategy equilibria) because

all firms expect to produce at a common marginal cost of 0. In this sub-section, we
explore how, when firms interact repeatedly, variation in their low cost capacities can

influence behavior.

Assume there is an indefinite horizon in which the probability of continued interac-

tion in the next period is  ∈ (0 1)  In each period, a firm chooses price and a maximal
quantity; let ( 


) denote the action pair for firm  in period  A history in period  is

composed of all past prices and maximal quantities selected and quantities sold by all

firms, and a firm’s information set is that history. The focus will be on pure strategies

where a pure strategy is of the form
©

ª∞
=1
and  :

¡
Ω ×<

+ ×<
+

¢−1 → Ω×<+.
Each firm acts to maximizes its expected profit stream and we will examine subgame

perfect equilibria.

To consider equilibrium outcomes in this setting, consider the  firms acting col-

lectively - as a cartel - to result in payoffs that exceed static equilibrium payoffs.

Imagine the cartel choosing an outcome path that maximizes some cartel welfare

function subject to the path being implemented by a subgame perfect equilibrium. A

cartel welfare function can be thought of as a reduced form for firm bargaining. The

question is: For various specifications of the cartel welfare function (that is, prefer-
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ences) and the subset of equilibrium outcome paths from which the cartel can choose

(that is, the choice set), how do the resulting outcome paths depend on a firms’ low

cost capacities? In particular, do firms equally share market demand? Or do firms

with more low cost capacity have more or less market share?

Let us initiate this exploration by considering a specific scenario. Suppose the

cartel welfare function is the objective from the Nash bargaining solution and the

choice set is the set of all stationary outcome paths implementable using the grim

punishment. Let us further limit our attention to firms choosing a common price

but possibly setting maximal quantities less than 1 of market demand (though

at least as great as their low cost capacities).7 Thus, the outcome path may have

firms with unequal market shares. If the bargaining threat point is the static Nash

equilibrium when firms charge a price of 0 the cartel’s problem is:

max
(1)

Y
=1

[(− 0)  + (
0 − )  − (0 − ) ] (3)

subject to ( 1  ) satisfying:

(− 0)  + (0 − ) 

1− 
≥ (− 1− 0) (− 1) + (0 − )  +

 (0 − ) 

1− 
∀ (4)

X
=1

 =  () 

As specified in (3), the Nash bargaining solution is the outcome that maximizes the

product of the difference between a firm’s profit and its threat point which means

maximizing the product of firms’ incremental gains from colluding. (4) ensures that

the outcome can be generated by a subgame perfect equilibrium in which deviation

from the outcome path results in a static Nash equilibrium price of 0 forever. The
presumption is that firms appropriately set maximal quantities to produce the vector

of quantities: (1  ) = (1  ).
8 This problem can be simplified to:

max
(1)

Y
=1

(− 0) 

subject to:

(− 0) 
1− 

≥ (− 1− 0) (− 1) ∀; and
X
=1

 =  () .

7Restricting the analysis to a common price is for purposes of simplification. The result that

is to be derived holds as well if the collusive outcomes considered are allowed to have prices vary

across firms.
8(4) considers deviations in which a firm undercuts the collusive price. A second type of deviation

is for a firm, which is producing below its demand, to set a higher maximal quantity and thereby

produce more while maintaining the collusive price. It can be shown that this deviation is inferior

to undercutting the collusive price and producing to meet market demand.
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Given that the objective and constraints are independent of firms’ low cost capacities,

the solution must then be independent of those low cost capacities and, therefore, it

is symmetric. Hence, when the process by which firms select a collusive outcome

is described by Nash bargaining and the feasible equilibrium outcomes are those

sustainable by the grim punishment, firm heterogeneity does not matter and the

resulting outcome is symmetric.

While firms’ traits then need not affect collusive behavior, the preceding analy-

sis has considered only one possible model of collusion. There are two general ways

in which asymmetry in firms’ traits could possibly translate into asymmetry in the

collusive outcome. First, firms may care about relative profits and not just absolute

profits. In particular, a firm may not agree to an outcome that has it earn a signif-

icantly lower level of profit than other firms. Given that a firm’s profit is increasing

in the amount of its low cost capacity, this would result in an inverse relationship

between a firm’s collusive market share and its low cost capacity share. Thus, firms

may need to coordinate in unequally sharing market demand in order for firms en-

dowed with fewer units of low cost capacity to produce more and thereby reduce the

difference in firms’ profits.

A second way in which asymmetric outcomes could emerge is through the equilib-

rium constraints. If an equilibrium has, for all histories, all firms producing at least

as much as its low cost capacity then the equilibrium conditions are independent of

the amount of low cost capacity; the additional profit that a firm receives from having

more units of low cost capacity is realized whether it abides by the collusive outcome

or deviates from it. However, consider a strategy profile in which the punishment is

that the deviator produces zero for some number of periods and, after doing so, there

is a return to the collusive outcome. Now equilibrium conditions depend on a firm’s

low cost capacity because a firm with more low cost capacity foregoes more profit

when it produces zero. By affecting the set of equilibrium outcomes from which the

cartel selects, firms’ traits may then result in an asymmetric outcome.

To elaborate on this point, consider the following strategy profile designed to

support a collusive outcome in which all firms set a common price  and firm ’s

share of market demand  () is  If a firm deviates from the outcome path then

the punishment has the deviator choose ( ) = (0 + 1 (0 + 1)) and the non-
deviators choose ( ) = (0 (0)) for one period - so the deviator sells zero and
the non-deviators share market demand at a price of 0 - and then there is a return
to the collusive outcome. This punishment applies whether a firm deviates from the

original collusive path or the punishment path.

There are three equilibrium conditions. First, the equilibrium condition on the

collusive path is:

(1 + ) [(− 0)  () + (
0 − ) ] ≥ (− 1− 0) (− 1) + (0 − )  ⇒

 ≥ (− 1− 0) (− 1)−  (0 − ) 

(1 + ) (− 0) ()
(5)
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A firm that undercuts the collusive price realizes an increase in profit from the increase

in its demand but then, as part of the punishment, realizes one period of zero profit.

Second, the equilibrium condition on the punishment path when firm  is the firm

that deviated is:

 [(− 0)  () + (
0 − ) ] ≥ (0 − )  ⇒

 ≥ (1− ) (0 − ) 

 (− 0) ()
(6)

The deviator is tempted to price at 0 not 0+1 in order to have demand that allows
it to sell output from its low cost capacity and thereby earn (0 − ) . It is deterred

from doing so by the prospect of earning zero profit next period rather than collusive

profit. Third, the equilibrium condition on the punishment path when firm  is not

the firm that deviated (and  = 2) is:

(0 − )  +  [(− 0)  () + (
0 − ) ] ≥

µ
 (0 + 1)

2

¶
+ (0 − )  ⇒

 ≥  (0 + 1)− 2 (0 − ) 

2 (− 0) ()
(7)

When  = 2 a non-deviator can increase its current profit by raising price from

0 to 0 + 1 and sharing market demand with the deviator while still selling its low
cost capacity (now, at a slightly higher price). When  ≥ 3, a non-deviator loses

all demand when it raises price to 0 + 1 because there are other non-deviators still
pricing at 0; hence, (7) is absent when  ≥ 3 because compliance by a non-deviator
is automatic.9

In examining how a firm’s low cost capacity influences these equilibrium condi-

tions, first note that (5) and (7) are less stringent when a firm has more low cost

capacity because the punishment from deviating from the outcome path is harsher

for that firm since it foregoes more profit by producing zero for one period. Specif-

ically, if    then the punishment lowers profit more for firm  than for firm 

by an amount equal to (0 − ) ( − ). By analogous logic, equilibrium condition

(6) is more stringent when a firm has more low cost capacity because the path has

it produce zero in the current period; thus, with more low cost capacity, it is more

tempted to lower price to 0 so that it has demand which allows it to sell the output
of its low cost capacity.

Evaluate these equilibrium conditions at the parameter values that will be used in

the experiment -  () = 150−  0 = 54  = 10  = 8 - and set the collusive price

at the joint profit maximum:  =  = 102 The equilibrium conditions are now:

 ≥ (102− 1− 54) (150− 101)− 8 (54− 10) 
(1 + 8) (102− 54) (150− 102) ⇒  ≥ 55531− 0084877

9The latter statement does require that the  − 2 firms pricing at 0 have sufficient capacity to
meet market demand.
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 ≥ (1− 8) (54− 10) 
8 (102− 54) (150− 102) ⇒  ≥ 0047743

 ≥ (150− 54− 1)− 16 (54− 10) 
16 (102− 54) (150− 102) ⇒  ≥ 02577− 019097

As long as  ≤ 41 the binding constraint is the first one which ensures a firm wants
to set the collusive price. Evaluating it at the asymmetric capacities to be used in

the experiment - (1 2) = (18 6) - this is an equilibrium if and only if 1 ≥ 403 and

2 ≥ 504 With equal market shares, the low cost firm is amply satisfied - it only

needs a market share of at least 40.3% to find it optimal to set the collusive price -

but the high cost firm does not have enough market share for it to find it optimal to

abide by the collusive outcome. Thus, if firms use a punishment in which the deviator

sells zero for one period then the joint profit maximizing price is sustainable if and

only if the firm with fewer units of low cost capacity is given more than 50% of market

share. While any amount between 50.4 and 59.7% will work, if, as discussed above,

relative profits are a consideration in the selection of an outcome then the market

share may need to exceed the minimum 50.4% that will ensure stability.

The conclusions of our analysis of dynamic equilibrium are imprecise but perhaps

informative nevertheless. First, there is a wide class of scenarios whereby the col-

lusive outcome is symmetric even when firms have different cost functions (at least

as heterogeneity is modelled here). If firms focus on equilibria in which they always

produce at least as much as their low cost capacity (such as with symmetric equilib-

ria constructed on the grim punishment) and the selection of an outcome does not

depend on relative profits (such as with Nash bargaining) then the prediction is that

the collusive outcome will involve equal market shares. Second, scenarios have been

identified whereby the collusive outcome has the firm with fewer units of low cost ca-

pacity assigned a higher market share, but scenarios have not been identified whereby

it is the firm with more units of low cost capacity that is favored. If the selection of

an outcome considers relative profits then the higher cost firm may receive a higher

market share in order to reduce the difference in profits. If the punishment used in

equilibrium has the deviator produce zero for some length of time (and non-deviators

meet demand at a lower price), it is the higher cost firm’s equilibrium condition that

is most stringent which means it may then require providing more market share to

the higher cost firm in order to induce it to set the collusive price. There could,

of course, exist punishments whereby it is instead the lower cost firm’s equilibrium

condition that is more stringent, but thus far they have not been found. In sum, the

theory is inconclusive as to whether the firm asymmetries modeled here should result

in symmetric or asymmetric outcomes but, if it does require asymmetric outcomes,

it seems likely to imply that the higher cost firm will receive a higher market share.
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